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Springfield, IL - Representative Jed Davis reflects on roughly the past two months in 
office, suggesting it’s time we talk truth in Springfield. This release highlights his top 
three most shocking discoveries.


1) Statements by Fellow Republicans: “I have three great examples, all spoken by 
fellow republicans around Springfield. 1) Voting to double the gas tax was my best 
vote. 2) Lots of great initiatives from our Governor. 3) Go ahead, take the hard 
votes, the lobbyists will protect you.” Representative Davis continued, “So we 
should increase taxes, push our state's spend spend spend agenda, and side with 
lobbyists over constituents. Got it, thanks but no thanks. Now these comments 
were only from a few, so I’m holding onto hope!”


2) Nothing Starts on Time: Representative Davis reflects, “If we start session 20 
minutes late, we’re on time. We’ll often sit 40 to 50 minutes, waiting for session to 
actually start. Republicans complain, but here’s the kicker. Republicans held 
caucus yesterday, dismissing at 2:50 pm, knowing six committees were scheduled 
for 2:00 pm starts. So, we held the entire system hostage for 50 minutes, making 
us no better. It’s all extremely frustrating.”


3) Beyond Blessed: “Everyone always asks, how do you like Springfield, probably 
expecting me to answer with anger or angst. I actually love every second.” 
Representative Davis continued, “I’m beyond blessed to be here and so grateful to 
represent the 75th. It’s definitely an uphill challenge, but our communities and 
families are well worth the daily climb!”


For more information about Representative Davis, please call his district office in 
Yorkville at (331) 867-8200. You may also call or text the Representative’s cell at (630) 
724-7600. Feel free to share any concerns or recommendations.
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